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Lifetime convertible bench costco

[Scroll down to view product information] They're probably more familiar with Lifetime products like the 6-foot-fold-in-half table. So when I saw the Lifetime Convertible Bench, I thought it was one of the more interesting products for a terrace or backyard. I could see that this is useful in situations where you would need more space than a standard terrace table can provide.
Nevertheless, it can be converted into a bank if you just want to hang out, relax with a drink in your hand, in your backyard. Most of the time I would just leave it in bank mode, but it's nice to have the opportunity to turn it into a table, with seating whenever friends come for a summer barbecue. You don't get the standard almond color on the Lifetime Convertible Bench, as you
would with your other products. The Lifetime Convertible Bench comes in a robust polystyrene that simulates wood. It may not be real wood, but that's good enough for me. It still allows me to keep the classic look of a backyard filled with natural colors. Lifetime Convertible Bench – The appearance of wood without any maintenance. Here are the specifications: Costco Item No.:
853270 Costco Price: 79.97 $ Found at: Costco in Redwood City, CA (2300 Middlefield Rd) (price and availability may vary depending on Costco location) Lifetime Convertible Bench – UV and weather proof. Deal for the Lifetime Convertible Bench at Costco Lifetime Convertible Bench. Key Features: Easy conversion – Bench to Table UV and weather-resistant simulated wood
steel frame with all-weather finish wood-look polystyrene creating the perfect place to enjoy a beautiful afternoon, the Lifetime Bench Convertible is the ideal complement to your yard. [MUSIC PLAYING] Create the perfect place to enjoy an afternoon outside, from the bench to the picnic table. The Lifetime Convertible Bench is the ideal convenient addition to your yard. Simple
conversion with one person allows your bank to turn into a table in seconds. The convertible bench is specially designed to be stable and safe in both positions. The changeover from table to table gives this multi-purpose product a certain degree of flexibility and lightness. In the table position, two convertible benches can be put together to create the perfect outdoor picnic table.
With the beautiful wooden look, this picnic table is unique and functional for your next outdoor family dinner. Constructed from weather-resistant, simulated wood, this bench has the beauty of the wood without the high maintenance. In contrast, Wooden benches and picnic tables will not splinter or warp the simulated wood over time. It is UV-protected and never needs to be
painted or painted. The steel frame has a durable powder-coated surface that protects against rust and corrosion. With a long-lasting design and low maintenance characteristics, our bank bank is good looks for the coming years. When designing this table, our engineers had your convenience in mind. The slabs allow rapid water drainage. And the frame design provides easy
access in and out of the seating area. So take advantage of the comfort of your Lifetime Convertible Bench in your backyard. With the variety of applications from the bench to the picnic table, you are sure to find the perfect way to spend a nice afternoon outside. Lifetime brings you products that help you and your family enjoy the simple pleasures of daily life. [MUSIC
PLAYBACK] Lifetime Products, Inc. Sign up or create an account through us Buy In Bulk Utah / Idaho Stores Customer Service
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